Organization: National Indian Law Library / Native American Rights Fund
Position Title: Indian Law Research Assistant
Credit Hours: 3
Total Work Hours: 120 on-the-job hours
Location: 1506 Broadway, Boulder
Work Period: January 13, 2020 – April 30, 2020
Pay Information: unpaid

Work Schedule:
Monday – Friday 9AM – 4PM (specific hours to be arranged with supervisor)

Job/Internship Description / Nature of Work:
The National Indian Law Library (NILL) is seeking an intern to help research and populate a weekly Indian law bulletin. NILL houses information on Indian law cases in federal, state, and tribal courts. The bulletin reaches about 7,000 subscribers, most of whom are tribal court administrators, academics, and attorneys. This position is research-oriented and the intern will spend most of their time locating related court opinions, legislative materials, and law review/bar journal articles. They will also become familiar with digital publishing and HTML coding.

Website: narf.org/nill